
SENATE 622
By Mr. Foley, a petition (accompanied by bill, Senate, No. 622) of

Daniel J. Foley for legislation to require life insurers to furnish specified
disclosure information to purchasers of life insurance. Insurance.

In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Seventy-nine.

An Act to require life insurers to furnish specified

DISCLOSURE INFORMATION TO PURCHASERS OF LIFE INSURANCE.

Whereas, The deferred operation of this act would tend to de-
feat its purpose, which is to require life insurers to furnish spec-
ified disclosure information to purchasers of life insurance, there-
fore, it is hereby declared to be an emergency law, necessary for
the immediate preservation of the public convenience.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House ofRepresentatives in General

Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows:
1 Section 1. The General Laws are hereby amended by in-
-2 serting after chapter 175 F the following chapter:

3
4 Life Insurance Solicitation Law

5 Section 1. Purpose.
6 (a) The purpose of this chapter is to require insurers to
7 deliver to purchasers of life insurance, information which will
8 improve the buyer’s ability to select the most appropriate plan
9 of life insurance for his needs, improve the buyer’s under-

-10 standing of the basic features of the policy wihch has been
11 purchased or which is under consideration and improve the
12 ability of the buyer to evaluate the relative costs of similar
13 plans of life insurance.
14 (b) This chapter does not prohibit the use of additional
15 material which is not in violation of this chapter or any other
16 Massachusetts statute but no other such information may be
17 required by regulation.
18 Section 2. Scope
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CHAPTER 175G:
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19 (a) Except as hereafter exempted, this chapter shall apply
20 to any solicitation, negotiation or procurement of life insur-
-21 ance occurring within this commonwealth. This chapter shall
22 apply to any issuer of life insurance contracts including fra-
-23 ternal benefit societies.
24 (b) Unless otherwise specifically included, this chapter
25 shall not apply to:
26 (1) Annuities.
27 (2) Credit life insurance.
28 (3) Group life insurance.
29 (4) Life insurance policies issued in connection with pen-
-30 sion and welfare plans as defined by and which are subject to
31 the Federal Employee Retirement Income Security Act of
32 1974 (ERISA).
33 (5) Variable life insurance under which the death benefits
34 and cash values vary in accordance with unit values of invest-
-35 ments held in a separate account.
36 Section 3. Definitions.
37 For the purposes of this chapter, the following definitions
38 shall apply:
39 (a) Buyer’s Guide. A Buyer’s Guide is a document which
40 contains, and is limited to, the language contained in Section
41 7 of this chapter.
42 (b) Cash Dividend. A Cash Dividend is the current il-
-43 lustrated dividend which can be applied toward payment of
44 the gross premium.
45 (c) Equivalent Level Annual Dividend. The Equivalent
46 Level Annual Dividend is calculated by applying the follow-
-47 ing Steps:
48 (1) Accumulate the annual cash dividends at five percent
49 interest compounded annually (o the end of the tenth and
50 twentieth policy years.
51 (2) Divide each accumulation of Step (1) by an interest
52 factor that converts it into one equivalent level annual amount
53 that, if paid at the beginning of each year, would accrue to the
54 values in Step (1) over the respective periods stipulated in
55 Step (1). If the period is ten years, the factor is 13.207 and
56 if the period is twenty years, the factor is 34.719.
57 (3) Divide the results of Step (2) by the number of thou-
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58 sands of the Equivalent Level Death Benefit to arrive at the
59 Equivalent Level Annual Dividend.
60 (d) Equivalent Level Death Benefit. The Equivalent Level
61 Death Benefit of a policy or term life insurance rider is an
62 amount calculated as follows:
63 (1) Accumulate the guaranteed amount payable upon
64 death, regardless of the cause of death, at the beginning of
65 each policy year for ten and twenty years at five percent in-
-66 terest compounded annually to the end of the tenth and
67 twntieth policy year respectively.
68 (2) Divide each accumulation of Step (1) by an interest
69 factor that converts it into one equivalent level annual
70 amount that, if paid at the beginning of each year, would ac-
-71 crue to the value in Step (1) over the respective periods stip-
-72 ulated in Step (1). If the period is ten years, the factor is
73 13.207 and if the period is twenty years, the factor is 34.719.
74 (e) Generic Name. Generic Name means a short title which
75 is descriptive of the premium and benefit patterns of a policy
76 or a rider.
77 (f) Life Lisurance Cost Indexes.
78 (1) Life Insurance Surrender Cost Index. The Life Insur-
-79 ance Surrender Cost Index is calculated by applying the fol-
-80 lowing Steps:
81 (a) Determine the guaranteed cash surrender value, if
82 any, available at the end of the tenth and twentieth policy
83 years.
84 (b) For participating policies, add the terminal dividend
85 payable upon surrender, if any, to the accumulation of the
86 annual Cash Dividends at five percent interest compounded
87 annually to the end of the period selected and add this sum
88 to the amount determined in Step (a).
89 (c) Divide the result of Step (b) (Step (a) for guaranteed-
-90 cost policies) by an interest factor that converts it into an
91 equivalent level annual amount that, if paid at the beginning
92 of each year, would accrue to the value in Step (b) (Step (a)
93 for guaranteed cost policies) over the respective periods stip-
-94 ulated in Step (a). If the period is ten years, the factor is
95 13.207 and if the period is twenty years, the factor is 34.719.
96 (d) Determine the equivalent level premium by accumu-
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97 lating each annual premium payable for the basic policy or
98 rider at five percent interest compounded annually to the end
99 of the period stipulated in Step (a) and dividing the result

100 by the respective factors stated in Step (c) (this amount is
101 the annual premium payable for a level premium plan).
102 (e) Subtract the result of Step (c) from Step (d).
103 (f) Divide the result of Step (e) by the number of thou-
-104 sands of the Equivalent Level Death Benefit to arrive at the
105 Life Insurance Surrender Cost Index.
106 (2) Life Insurance Net Payment Cost Index. The Life In-

-107 surance Net Payment Cost Index is calculated in the same
108 manner as the comparable Life Insurance Cost Index except
109 that the cash surrender value and any terminal dividend are
110 set at zero.
111 (g) Policy Summary. Policy Summary means a written
112 statement describing the elements of the policy including but,
113 at the option of the insurer, not limited to:
114 (1) A prominently placed title as follows: STATEMENT
115 OF POLICY COST AND BENEFIT INFORMATION.
116 (2) The name and address of the insurance agent, or, if
117 no agent is involved, a statement of the procedure to be fol-
-118 lowed in order to receive responses to inquiries regarding the
119 Policy Summary.
120 (3) The full name and home office or administrative office
121 address of the company in which the life insurance policy is
122 to be or has been written.
123 (4) The Generic Name of the basic policy and each rider.
124 (5) The following amounts, where applicable, for the first
125 five policy years and representative policy years thereafter
126 sufficient to clearly illustrate the premium and benefit pat-
-127 terns, including, but not necessarily limited to, the years for
128 which Life Insurance Cost Indexes are displayed and at least
129 one age from sixty through sixty-five or maturity whichever
130 is earlier;
131 (a) The annual premium for thebasic policy.
132 (b) The annual premium for each optional rider.
133 (c) Guaranteed amount payable upon death, at the begin-
-134 ning of the policy year regardless of the cause of death other
135 than suicide, or other specifically enumerated exclusions,
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136 which is provided by the basic policy and each optional rider,
137 with benefits provided under the basic policy and each rider
138 shown separately.
139 (d) Total guaranteed cash surrender values at the end of
140 the year with values shown separately for the basic policy
141 and each rider.
142 (e) Cash Dividends payable at the end of the year with
143 values shown separately for the basic policy and each rider.
144 (Dividends need not be displayed beyond the twentieth policy
145 year.)
146 (f) Guaranteed endowment amounts payable under the
147 policy which are not included under guaranteed cash sur-
-148 render values above.
149 (6) The effective policy loan annual percentage interest
150 rate, if the policy contains this provision, specifying whether
151 this rate is applied in advance or in arrears. If the policy
152 loan interest rate is variable, the Policy Summary includes
153 the maximum annual percentage rate.
154 (7) Life Insurance Cost Indexes for ten and twenty years
155 but in no case beyond the premium paying period. Separate
156 indexes are displayed for the basic policy and for each optional
157 term life insurance rider. Such indexes need not be included
158 for optional riders which are limited to benefits such as ac-
-159 cidental death benefits, disability waiver of premium, prelim-
-160 inary term life insurance coverage of less than 12 months and
161 guaranteed insurability benefits nor for the basic policies or
162 optional riders covering more than one life.
163 (8) The Equivalent Level Annual Dividend, in the case of
164 participating policies and participating optional term life in-

-165 surance riders, under the same circumstances and for the
166 same durations at which Life Insurance Cost Indexes are dis-
-167 played.
168 (9) A Policy Summary which includes dividends shall also
169 include a statement that dividends are based on the corn-
-170 pany’s current dividend scale and are not guaranteed in ad-
-171 dition to a statement in close proximity to the Equivalent
172 Level Annual Dividend as follows: An explanation of the in-
-173 tended use of the Equivalent Level Annual Dividend is in-
-174 eluded in the Life Insurance Buyer’s Guide.
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175 (10) A statement in close proximity to the Life Insurance
176 Cost Indexes as follows: An explanation of the intended use
177 of these indexes is provided in the Life Insurance Buyer’s
178 Guide.
179 (11) The date on which the Policy Summary is prepared.
180 The Policy Summary must consist of a separate document.
181 All information required to be disclosed must be set out in
182 such a manner as to not minimize or render any portion there-
183 of obscure. Any amounts which remain level for two or more
184 years of the policy may be represented by a single number
185 if it is clearly indicated what amounts are applicable for each
186 policy year. Amounts in item (5) of this section shall be
187 listed in total, not on a per thousand nor per unit basis. If
188 more than one insured is covered under one policy or rider,
189 guaranteed death benefits shall be displayed separately for
190 each insured or for each class of insureds if death benefits
191 do not differ within the class. Zero amounts shall be dis-
192 played as zero and shall not be displayed as a blank space.
193 Section 4. Disclosure Requirements.
194 (a) The insurer shall provide, to all prospective purchasers,
195 a Buyer’s Guide and a Policy Summary prior to accepting the
196 applicant’s initial premium or premium deposit, unless the
197 policy for which application is made contains an uncondi-
198 tional refund provision of at least ten days or unless the
199 Policy Summary contains such an unconditional refund offer,
200 in which event the Buyer’s Guide and Policy Summary must
201 be delivered with the policy or prior to delivery of the policy.
202 (b) The insurer shall provide a Buyer’s Guide and a Policy
203 Summary to any prospective purchaser upon request.
204 (c) In the case of policies whose Equivalent Level Death
205 Benefit does not exceed $5,000, the requirement for provid-
206 ing a Policy Summary will be satisfied by delivery of a writ-
207 ten statement containing the information described in sec-
208 tions 3(g), items (2), (3), (4), (sa), (sb), (sc), (6), (7),
209 (10), (11).
210 (d) In lieu of the Buyer’s Guide described in section 3(a)
211 of this chapter or Policy Summary described in section 3(g)
212 of this chapter, or both, an insurer may, at its election, pro-
213 vide a Buyer’s Guide or Policy Summary or both in the form
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214 (a) prescribed in any Life Insurance Solicitation Model Reg-
-215 ulation as adopted or amended by the National Association
216 of Insurance Commissioners or (b) as may be approved by
217 the commissioner of insurance.
218 Section 5. General Rules
219 (a) Each insurer shall maintain at its home office or prin-
-220 cipal office, a complete file containing one copy of each docu-
-221 ment authorized by the insurer for use pursuant to this chap-
-222 ter. Such file shall contain one copy of each authorized form
223 for a period of three years following the date of its last au-
-224 thorized use.
225 (b) An agent shall inform the prospective purchaser, prior
226 to commencing a life insurance sales presentation, that he is
227 acting as a life insurance agent and inform the prospective
228 purchaser of the full name of the insurance company which
229 he is representing to the buyer. In sales situations in which
230 an agent is not involved, the insurer shall identify its full
231 name.
232 (c) Terms such as financial planner, investment advisor,
233 financial consultant, or financial counseling shall not be used
234 in such a way as to imply that the insurance agent is gen-
-235 erally engaged in an advisory business in which compensa-
-236 tion is unrelated to sales unless such is actually the case.
237 (d) Any reference to policy dividends must include a state-
-238 ment that dividends are not guaranteed.
239 (e) A system or presentation which does not recognize the
240 time value of money through the use of appropriate interest
241 adjustments shall not be used for comparing the cost of two
242 or more life insurance policies. Such a system may be used
243 for the purpose of demonstrating the cash-flow pattern of a
244 policy if such presentation is accompanied by a statement
245 disclosing that the presentation does not recognize that, be-
-246 cause of interest, a dollar in the future has less value than a
247 dollar today.
248 (f) A presentation of benefits shall not display guaranteed
249 and non-guaranteed benefits as a single sum unless they are
250 shown separately in close proximity thereto.
251 (g) A statement regarding the use of the Life Insurance
252 Cast Indexes shall include an explanation to the effect that
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the indexes are useful only for the comparison of the relative
costs of two or more similar policies.

253
254

(h) A Life Insurance Cost Index which reflects dividends
or an Equivalent Level Annual Dividend shall be accompanied
by a statement that it is based on the company’s current divi-
dend scale and is not guaranteed.

255
256
257
258

(i) For the purposes of this chapter, the annual premium
for a basic policy or rider, for which the company reserves
the right to change the premium, shall be the maximum an-
nual premium.

259
260
261
262

Section 6. Failure to Comply.263
Failure of an insurer to provide or deliver a Buyer’s Guide,

or a Policy Summary as provided in Section 4 shall constitute
an omission which misrepresents the benefits, advantages,
conditions or terms of an insurance policy.

264
265
266
267

Section 7. The Buyer’s Guide shall be captioned:268
“Life Insurance Buyer’s Guide”269

The face page of the Buyer’s Guide shall read as follows:270
Life Insurance Buyer’s Guide271

This guide can show you how to save money when you shop
for life insurance. It helps you to:

272
273

Decide how much life insurance you should buy,274
Decide what kind of life insurance policy you need, and275
Compare the cost of similar life insurance policies,276

Prepared by the National Association of Insurance Com-
missioners

277
278

Reprinted by (Company Name)
(Month and year of printing)

279
280
281 The Buyer’s Guide shall contain the following language at

the bottom of page 2:282
283 The National Association of Insurance Commissioners is

an association of state insurance regulatory officials. This
association helps the various Insurance Departments to co-
ordinate insurance laws for the benefit of all consumers. You
are urged to use this Guide in making a life insurance pur-
chase.

284
285
286
287
288

This Guide Does Not Endorse Any Company or Policy.289
The remaining text of the Buyer’s Guide shall begin on

page 3as follows;
290
291
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292 Buying Life Insurance
293 When you buy life insurance, you want a policy which fits
294 your needs without costing too much. Your first step is to
295 decide how much you need, how much you can afford to pay
296 and the kind of policy you want. Then, find out what various
297 companies charge for that kind of policy. You can find im-
-298 portant differences in the cost of life insurance by using the
299 life insurance cost indexes which are described in this guide.
300 A good life insurance agent or company will be able and will-
-301 ing to help you with each of these shopping steps.
302 If you are going to make a good choice when you buy
303 life insurance, you need to understand which kinds are avail-
-304 able. If one kind does not seem to fit your needs, ask about
305 the other kinds which are described in this guide. If you feel
306 that you need more information than is given here, you may
307 want to check with a life insurance agent or company or
308 books on life insurance in your public library.
309 Choosing the Amount
310 One way to decide how much life insurance you need is to
311 figure how much cash and income your dependents would
312 need if you were to die. You should think of life insurance
313 as a source of cash needed for expenses of final illnesses, pay-
-314 ing taxes, mortgages or other debts. It can also provide in-
-315 come for your family’s living expenses, educational costs and
316 other future expenses. Your new policy should come as close
317 as you can afford to making up the difference between (1)
318 what your dependents would have if you were to die now,
319 and (2) what they would actually need.
320 Choosing the Right Kind
321 All life insurance policies agree to pay an amount of money
322 if you die. But all policies are not the same. There are three
323 basic kinds of life insurance.
324 1. Term insurance
325 2. Whole life insurance
326 3. Endowment insurance
327 Remember, no matter how fancy the policy title or sales
328 presentation might appear, all life insurance policies contain
329 one or more of the three basic kinds. If you are confused
330 about a policy that sounds complicated, ask the agent or com-
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pany if it combines more than one kind of life insurance. The
following is a brief description of the three basic kinds:

331
332

Term Insurance333
Term insurance is death protection for a “term” of one or

more years. Death benefits will be paid only if you die with-
in that term of years. Term insurance generally provides the
largest immediate death protection for your premium dollar.

334
335
336
337

Some term insurance policies are “renewable” for one or
more additional terms even if your health has changed. Each
time you renew the policy for a new term, premiums will be
higher. You should check the premiums at older ages and
the length of time the policy can be continued.

338
339
340
341
342

Some term insurance policies are also “convertible”. This
means that before the end of the conversion period, you may
trade the term policy for a whole life or endowment insur-
ance policy even if you are not in good health. Premiums for
the new policy will be higher than you have been paying for
the term insurance.

343
344
345
346
347
348

Whole Life Insurance349
Whole life insurance gives death protection for as long as

you live. The most common type is called “straight life” or
“ordinary life” insurance, for which you pay the same pre-
miums for as long as you live. These premiums can be sev-
eral times higher than you would pay initially for the same
amount of term insurance. But they are smaller than the
premiums you would eventually pay if you were to keep re-
newing a term insurance policy until your later years.

350
351
352
353
354
355
356
357

Some whole life policies let you pay premiums for a shorter
period such as 20 years, or until age 65. Premiums for these
policies are higher than for ordinary life insurance since the
premium payments are squeezed into a shorter period.

358
359
360
361

Although you pay higher premiums, to begin with, for
whole life insurance than for term insurance, whole life in-
surance policies develop “cash values” which you may have if
you stop paying premiums. You can generally either take the
cash, or use it to buy some continuing insurance protection.

362
363
364
365
366

Technically speaking, these values are called “nonforfeiture
benefits”. This refers to benefits you do not lose (or “forfeit”)
when you stop paying premiums. The amount of these bene-

367
368
369
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370 fits depends on the kind of policy you have, its size, and how
371 long you have owned it.
372 A policy with cash values may also be used as collateral
373 for a loan. If you borrow from the life insurance company,
374 the rate of interest is shown in your policy. Any money which
375 you owe on a policy loan would be deducted from the bene-
-376 fits if you were to die, or from the cash value if you were to
377 stop paying premiums.
378 Endowment Insurance
379 An endowment insurance policy pays a sum or income to
380 you the policyholder if you live to a certain age. If you
381 were to die before then, the death benefit would be paid to
382 your beneficiary. Premiums and cash values for endowment
383 insurance are higher than for the same amount of whole life
384 insurance. Thus endowment insurance gives you the least
385 amount of death protection for your premium dollar.
386 Finding a Low Cost Policy
387 After you have decided which kind of life insurance fits
388 your needs, look for a good buy. Your chances of finding a
389 good buy are better if you use two types of index numbers
390 that have been developed to aid in shopping for life insur-
-391 ance. One is called the “Surrender Cost Index” and the other
392 is the “Net Payment Cost Index”. It will be worth your time
393 to try to understand how these indexes are used, but in any
394 event, use them only for comparing the relative costs of sim-
-395 ilar policies. LOOK FOR POLICIES WITH LOW COST IN-
-396 DEX NUMBERS.
397 What is Cost?
398 “Cost” is the difference between what you pay and what
399 you get back. If you pay a premium for life insurance and get
400 nothing back, your cost for the death protection is the pre-
-401 mium. If you pay a premium and get something back later
402 on, such as a cash value, your cost is smaller than the pre-
-403 mium.
404 The cost of some policies can also be reduced by dividends;
405 these are called “participating” policies. Companies may tell
406 you what their current dividends are, but the size of future
407 dividends is unknown today and cannot be guaranteed. Divi-
-408 dends actually paid are set each year by the company.
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409 Some policies do not pay dividends. These are called
410 “guaranteed cost” or “non-participating” policies. Every fea-
-411 ture of a guaranteed cost policy is fixed so that you know
412 in advance what your future cost will be.
413 The premiums and cash values of a participating policy are
414 guaranteed, but the dividends are not. Premiums for par-
415 ticipating policies are typically higher than for guaranteed
416 cost policies, but the cost to you may be higher or lower, de-
417 pending on the dividends actually paid.
418 What Are Cost Indexes?
419 In order to compare the cost of policies, you need to look
420 at:
421 1. Premiums
422 2. Cash Values
423 3. Dividends
424 Cost indexes use one or more of these factors to give you
425 a convenient way to compare relative costs of similar pol-
426 icies. When you compare costs, an adjustment must be made
427 to take into account that money is paid and received at dif-
428 ferent times. It is not enough to just add up the premiums
429 you will pay and to subtract the cash values and dividends
430 you expect to get back. These indexes take care of the arith-
431 metic for you. Instead of having to add, subtract, multiply
432 and divide many numbers yourself, you just compare the in-
433 dex numbers which you can get from life insurance agents
434 and companies:
435 1. Life Insurance Surrender Cost Index. This index is use-
436 ful if you consider the level of the cash values to be of primary
437 importance to you. It helps you compare costs if at some
438 future point in time, such as 10 or 20 years, you were to sur-
439 render the policy and take its cash value.
440 2. Life Insurance Net Payment Cost Index. This index is
441 useful if your main concern is the benefits that are to be paid
442 at your death and if the level of cash values is of secondary
443 importance to you. It helps you compare costs at some future
444 point in time, such as 10 or 20 years, if you continue paying
445 premiums on your policy and do not take its cash value.
446 There is another number called the Equivalent Level An-
447 nual Dividend. It shows the part dividends play in determin-
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448 mg the cost index of a participating policy. Adding a policy’s
449 Equivalent Level Annual Dividend to its cost index allows you
450 to compare total costs of similar policies before deducting div-
451 idends. However, if you make any cost comparisons of a
452 participating policy with a non-participating policy, remember
453 that the total cost of the participating policy will be reduced
454 by dividends, but the cost of the non-participating policy will
455 not change.
456 How Do I Use Cost Indexes?
457 The most important thing to remember when using cost in-
458 dexes is that a policy with a small index number is generally
459 a better buy than a comparable policy with a larger index
460 number. The following rules are also important:
461 (1) Cost comparisons should only be made between similar
462 plans of life insurance. Similar plans are those which provide
463 essentially the same basic benefits and require premium pay-
464 ments for approximately the same period of time. The closer
465 policies are to being identical, the more reliable the cost corn-
466 parison will be.
467 (2) Compare index numbers only for the kind of policy,
468 for your age and for the amount you intend to buy. Since no
469 one company offers the lowest cost for all types of insurance
470 at all ages and for all amounts of insurance, it is important
471 that you get the indexes for the actual policy, age and amount
472 which you intend to buy. Just because a “Shopper’s Guide”
473 tells you that one company’s policy is a good buy for a particu-
474 lar age and amount, you should not assume that all of the
475 company’s policies are equally good buys.
476 (3) Small differences in index numbers could be offset by
477 other policy features, or differences in the quality of service
478 you may expect from the company or its agent. Therefore,
479 when you find small differences in cost indexes, your choice
480 should be based on something other than cost.
481 (4) In any event, you will need other information on which
482 to base your purchase decision. Be sure you can afford the
483 premiums, and that you understand its cash values, dividends
484 and death benefits. You should also make a judgment on how
485 well the life insurance company or agent will provide service
486 in the future, to you as a policyholder.
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487 (5) These life insurance cost indexes apply to new policies
488 and should not be used to determine whether you should drop
489 a policy you have already owned for awhile, in favor of a new
490 one. If such a replacement is suggested, you should ask for
491 information from the company which issued the old policy
492 before you take action.
493 Important Things to Remember A Summary
494 The first decision you must make when buying a life insur-
-495 ance policy is choosing a policy whose benefits and premiums
496 most closely meet your needs and ability to pay. Next, find a
497 policy which is also a relatively good buy. If you compare
498 Surrender Cost Indexes and Net Payment Cost Indexes of
499 similar competing policies, your chances of finding a relatively
500 good buy will be better than if you do not shop. REMEMBER,
501 LOOK FOR POLICIES WITH LOWER COST INDEX NUM-
-502 BERS. A good life insurance agent can help you to choose
503 the amount of life insurance and kind of policy you want and
504 will give you cost indexes so that you make cost comparisons
505 of similar policies.
506 Don’t buy life insurance unless you intend to stick with it.
507 A policy which is a good buy when held for 20 years can be
508 very costly if you quit during the early years of the policy. If
509 you surrender such a policy during the first few years, you may
510 get little or nothing back and much of your premium may
511 have been used for company expenses.
512 Read your policy carefully, and ask the agent or company
513 for an explanation of anything you do not understand. What-
-514 ever you decide now, it is important to review your life in-
-515 surance program every few years to keep up with changes in
516 your income and responsibilities.

1 Section 2. This act shall apply to any solicitation, negotia-
-2 tion or procurement of life insurance occurring within this
3 commonwealth on and after July 1,1980.

1 Section 3. Section 2B(l)(f) of chapter 175 is hereby
2 amended by inserting after the word “and” the following:
3 “, except for policies subject to chapter 175G,”.






